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Executive Summary
This memo introduces SKAcost as a tool for estimating end-to-end component costs
for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The intention is not to provide definitive
costs, but to demonstrate the utility of the tool. The Australia Telescope National
Facility (ATNF) used a variant of this tool to study cost/performance tradeoffs for the
Mileura International Radio Array (MIRA). This memo demonstrates how SKAcost
might be used in a similar study for the SKA.
SKAcost represents the first attempt to estimate the cost of SKA systems including:
• a scalable phased array feed and beam-forming model;
• a scalable computing model for spectral line imaging; and
• Monte Carlo simulation to determine appropriate contingency for uncertain
technology trends and component costs.
Six broad conclusions were drawn from applying SKAcost to arrays with equivalent
survey speeds but differing technologies:
1. Components for a single-pixel, large number small diameter (LNSD) design
with Ae/Tsys = 20,000 m2K-1 cost about €1.3 billion (2007).
2. Phased array feed (PAF) arrays with equivalent survey speed have an order of
magnitude fewer antennas (5,500 to 530) and cost 20-50% less, but have a
factor of 6 lower Ae/Tsys.
3. Computing costs drive the PAF optimal antenna diameter greater than 20 m.
4. Computing costs drive the single-pixel optimal antenna diameter to around
11 m. This gives a field of view (FOV) of 1.35 deg2 compared to 30 deg2 or
more for PAF arrays.
5. For a mid-band survey SKA, significantly more optimistic computing costings
are required to make single-pixel arrays with antennas less than 11 m in
diameter an attractive solution.
6. Contingencies must be large (~ 20%) just to account for current levels of
uncertainty in Moore’s Law and antenna costs.
SKAcost is implemented in Python 2.4.4. We provide a simple web interface at
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/ska/cost/. Source code is available from the ATNF.
Further development of SKAcost to include expert knowledge on aperture plane
arrays from the SKADS team is in progress. The cost model covers component and
manufacturing costs at this stage but extension to cover complete costs of ownership
and operation is planned.
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1.0 Introduction
This memo demonstrates the utility of SKAcost in estimating costs, but does not
provide definitive estimates for an optimised SKA. Better estimates require experts to
improve subsystem cost models and input cost assumptions. Accurate estimates
require prototype experience. Some broad comparisons and preliminary indications
can nevertheless be drawn from the example estimates made in this study.
The current work evolved from initial attempts to define SKA system costing in terms
common to all technology concepts (Hall, 2004; Horiuchi et al., 2004; Bunton and
Hay, 2005). SKAcost develops this agnostic approach for technologies common to all
concepts (e.g. data transport, correlation and computing), and adds specific cost
models for key technologies identified by the SKA Reference Design (ISPO, 2006).
SKAcost has a highly modularised structure. This encourages code re-use, and allows
subsystem cost models to be passed on to domain experts for independent
development. The algorithm for creating the output automatically formats reports
produced by the various cost models. SKAcost also tracks units, currency, year of
purchase, inflation, and Moore’s Law throughout all calculations. Significant error
checking is performed including order of magnitude tests for some key outputs.
The cost model covers component and manufacture costs at this stage but is designed
for extension to estimate complete cost of ownership. General input information was
drawn from early spreadsheet-based costing exercises (Weinreb and D’Addario, 2001;
Hall et al., 2002) and relevant domain experts at the ATNF. A summary of current
capabilities is given in Table 1 (Hall, 2007). Other SKA related cost models have
explicitly included some infrastructure costs (Hough, 2006; Alexander et al., 2007)
but no cost model yet explicitly addresses all the capabilities of Table 1.

Table 1: SKAcost capabilities (Hall, 2007).
Attribute
Specific array detail
Architectural flexibility
Calculator flexibility
Calculator engine
Calculator interface
Uncertainty analysis
Computing
Software
Infrastructure
NRE
Project delivery
Operations

Rating/Inclusion
Low – medium
High
High
Python
Web or script
Yes (Monte Carlo)
Yes (HI imaging)
No
No
No
No
No
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We used SKAcost to estimate the component cost of three arrays of small parabolas
with single-pixel and/or phased array feeds (PAFs). Section 2.0 gives an overview of
SKAcost that focuses on the models and assumptions applied. Section 3.0 defines
three telescope arrays for illustrative costing. Section 4.0 presents cost estimation
results for these arrays including single parameter variations and optimisations.
Section 5.0 presents the results of Monte Carlo contingency analysis.
Preliminary aperture plane array cost estimation has been implemented in SKAcost.
However, we chose to delay presenting examples until the aperture plane array model
has been consolidated by experts. This consolidation will build on the work of
Alexander et al. (2007).

2.0 SKAcost Overview
SKAcost is implemented in Python 2.4.4. The primary interface is through Python
scripts. A brief SKAcost user’s guide appears in Appendix D with installation
instructions in Appendix E. Source code is available from the ATNF. We also
provide a basic web interface at http://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/ska/cost/.

2.1 Scope
SKAcost covers component and manufacture costs at present. Although some
important project costs are not explicitly included, the web interface to SKAcost
summarizes current estimates for the most significant of these costs. Table 2 shows
current estimates, together with their source. Software and operations estimates are
based on analysis and scaling of costs in other large astronomy projects.
Infrastructure and project delivery estimates are ISPO working values that will be
refined in the course of the PrepSKA FP7 studies.

Table 2: Additional costs not yet included in SKAcost1.
Software
Infrastructure
Project delivery
Operations

+ 0.2 × capital cost
(Kemball and Cornwell, 2004)
+ €200 M
(ISPO working number, 2007)
+ 0.2 × capital cost
(ISPO working number, 2007)
+ 0.1 × capital cost per annum
(Kellerman et al., 2006)

1

For a hybrid array, add the component costs of the constituent arrays before applying these correction
factors.
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The operations estimate of 10% of total capital per annum can be further broken down
into 5% for routine operations and maintenance, 3% for renewal and upgrades, and
2% for user support (Kellerman et al., 2006).
Considering the net present value of 50 years of operations costs Cop(50) highlights
the significance of these additional costs. For n years it can be shown that
Cop (n) = η op CT

1 − r n+1
1− r

(1)

where

r=

1 + ri
.
1 + rd

(2)

Here, ri is the inflation rate, rd is the discount rate, CT is the net present SKA capital
cost, and ηop ≈ 0.1 is the annual operations budget as a fraction of net present capital
cost. For an inflation rate of 0.04 and a discount rate of 0.07, this yields 2.7 times the
net present capital cost for 50 years of operations.

2.2 Package Hierarchy
SKAcost is broken into a number of sub-packages. At the highest level, there is a
database of cost and performance inputs, tools for financial calculations and managing
cost parameter descriptions, and full SKA cost models built from generic and specific
sub-models.
The package tree is as follows:
/SKAcost
/Database
/Tools
/Models
/Generic
/LNSD
/FPA2
/APA
/Examples
/Interface
/Help
2

This should really be PAF rather than FPA. This report use the terms interchangeably but always
means PAF.
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The main Python modules are SKAcost/Models/FPA/FPAcost.py and
SKAcost/Models/LNSD/LNSDcost.py. Auxiliary modules in SKAcost/Examples
were used to drive the main modules to produce the data and graphics for this memo.
Finally, a simple web interface is defined in SKAcost/Interface and detailed
descriptions of each subsystem cost model and their assumptions are given in
SKAcost/Help.

2.3 Subsystem Definitions
This subsection defines the scope of the subsystem cost models as they are applied in
this memo. Appendix G gives detailed descriptions of each subsystem that are
replicated from SKAcost/Help.

2.3.1 Generic
Antennas – Manufacture and installation of small parabolas.
Short-haul – Digital fiber optic links including photonics and fiber (CWDM < 4 km).
Long-haul – Digital fiber optic links including photonics and fiber (DWDM ≥ 4 km).
Correlator – Routing and multiply and accumulate.
Computing – Processors and disks for HI line imaging.

2.3.2 LNSD Specific
LNSD Antenna Electronics – Single-pixel feeds, receivers, cooling and filter banks.
LNSD Station Electronics – Routing, station beam-forming and filter banks.

2.3.3 PAF Specific
PAF Electronics – Feeds, receivers, cooling, filter banks and PAF beam-forming.
PAF Station Electronics – Routing and station beam-forming.
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2.4 Region Abstraction
Each SKA cost model is broken into a series of geographical regions. Each region
represents all components, prior to the correlator, that are required to realize a given
effective collecting area. A mean connection distance to the correlator and a
component purchase year are associated with each region as working assumptions.
Most other cost model inputs may be varied from region to region. The region
definitions for this work are given in Table 3.
The field of view (FOV) specification for the PAF arrays in this memo was kept
constant at 30 deg2 for antennas up to 50 km from the core. Beyond 50 km, the PAF
size was reduced to yield only 6.2 deg2. The FOV specification for single-pixel feed
arrays was constant for all antennas.

Table 3: Region definitions for this work (Ae = total effective collecting area).
Region
index

Description

Fraction
of total Ae

Distance to
correlator

0

Phase I

10%

1

Core

2

< 5km

Mean
distance to
correlator
0.5 km

Purchase
year
2012

55%

< 5 km

0.5 km

2015

Inner

15%

5 – 50 km

20 km

2015

3

Mid

15%

50 – 250 km

100 km

2018

4

Outer

5%

250 – 3,000 km

800 km

2018

2.5 Stations
Forming stations can reduce the cost of correlation and imaging which scale with the
square of the number of antennas. However, we do not take this for granted as
imaging cost can be significantly influenced by the quality and calibration of station
beams (Wright et al., 2006). We include station beamforming at this stage as a
foundation for future studies that must close the loop between cost estimation and
image quality simulation.
SKAcost contains modules for clustering antennas into local groups termed stations.
Station data are processed such that they appear as a single data stream to the
correlator, making stations appear more like single antennas. In SKAcost, station
processing includes weighted sum beamforming and, in the case of the large number
small diameter (LNSD) model, a post beamforming filter bank. The examples in this

5

memo use stations of 8 antennas outside the 5 km diameter core region, but correlate
every antenna within the core.
Station beamforming may also reduce the data rate to the correlator, but not in all
cases. SKAcost optimizes the location of the station beamformer, between the station
and the central site, for minimal cost of data transmission.

2.6 Financial Calculations
SKAcost contains a Cost class that automatically applies currency conversions,
inflation, and Moore’s Law scaling in all cost calculations. Moore’s Law was
applied to all FPGA and general purpose computing costs with a cost halving period
of 2 years. All other costs were scaled by inflation.
All monetary values presented in this memo are net present values (NPVs) unless
stated otherwise. These are the amounts that need to be invested in today’s dollars in
order to purchase the subsystems at inflated prices in their nominated year of
purchase. This memo used a discount rate of 7% and inflation rate of 4%.
Cost calculations for each subsystem were performed in nominal values (including
inflation) in the year of purchase of the components for that subsystem. We used a
simplified purchasing model with major expenditures in 2012, 2015 and 2018 as
shown in Table 3.

2.7 Ground Rules and Assumptions
2.7.1 General Assumptions
Results in this memo rely on the following assumptions:
• Correlate all antennas in the core (Wright et al., 2006)
• Stations of 8 antennas outside of the core
• FPGA based digital processing up to and including correlator
• Moore’s Law with 2 year period for FPGAs and computing
• Inflation of 4% for all components except for FPGAs and computing
• Computing costs based on HI line images made over full field of view to
50 km baselines with 16,384/(z+1) channels
o z is the redshift
o channels are traded off at longer wavelengths (higher z) due to
increased computing cost of w-projection
o full stokes
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•

•

o cost is scaled from current computing cluster systems on which
imaging tasks have been simulated (Cornwell, 2007)
o uniform survey covering a small piece of sky each day (not the whole
sky every day).
With the exception of antennas and ADCs, input costs for individual items
were not scaled for their quantity of purchase. Where possible, costs for
quantities of order 1,000 were used.
Tsys of 35 K for uncooled and 18 K for cooled receivers (Patel, 2006).

Detailed assumptions made by each subsystem cost model are recorded in the on-line
documentation reproduced in Appendix G.

2.7.2 Survey Speed Representation
This memo characterises survey speed by the survey speed figure of merit (SSFOM)
 A
SSFOM = ε F F  e
 Tsys







2

(3)

where F is the single pointing field of view, Ae is the total effective collecting area,
Tsys is the system temperature, and εF is the field of view efficiency factor discussed in
the next section. If εF is neglected, the square root of Eq. (3) is equivalent to the
metric introduced by Weinreb (2006)
SSFOM =

J
D

 Ae

 Tsys







(4)

where J is the number of beams and D is the antenna diameter. In the single-pixel
case of J = 1, survey speed is proportional to nD/Tsys, where n is the number of
antennas (Welch and Tarter, 2006).
True survey speed, in deg2/hr is proportional to bandwidth (Bunton, 2003) and a
number of system dependent parameters (Johnston and Gray, 2006). We excluded
bandwidth from Eq. (3) as it can be science dependent. For true survey speed
benchmarking, we propose the definition of a standard basket of surveys for which the
continuum, spectral line and surface brightness survey speeds can be calculated
according to their detailed definitions in Johnston and Gray (2006).
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2.7.3 FOV Efficiency
The fluctuation of sensitivity across an FOV and the shape of an FOV must be taken
into account when comparing survey speeds of arrays with different FOVs. We
introduced the field of view efficiency factor εF into Eq. (1) for this reason. This
memo uses εF = 1 for PAFs and εF = 0.6 for single-pixel feeds. These choices are
based on the following derivation that compares a survey with a Gaussian beam to a
survey with the more uniform sensitivity FOV achievable by a PAF.
There are three factors to consider for a single-pixel survey: the reduced sky coverage
due to having to overlap Gaussian beams, the increased time spent on a given patch of
sky due to overlapping beams, and the inefficiency of tessellating the sky with
circularly symmetric beams. The following derivation of these factors assumes a
large, uniform survey using a symmetric, Gaussian primary beam on a hexagonal grid.
The side length of the hexagon is equal to the beam HWHM. This overlaps beam
centres with the half power points of adjacent beams and provides uniform survey
sensitivity across the sky.
The total sky covered by the single-pixel survey is a factor of 4 lower than a survey
made with a uniform sensitivity PAF beam that does not need to be overlapped.
A single-pixel survey is a further factor of εhex behind a PAF survey if the PAF beam
can be formed into a shape that tessellates the sky without waste. Here εhex = 0.907 is
the hexagonal packing efficiency of circles.
Finally, the single-pixel survey sensitivity needs to be boosted as overlapping beams
observe the same patch of sky multiple times. Considering only adjacent beams, each
patch of sky will be observed once at full power and 6 times at half power. This
increases the sensitivity of the single-pixel survey by a factor of
2

1
2
2
∑ ni Pi = 6  + 1(1) = 2.5
2

(5)

where ni is the number of pointings at power Pi relative to the boresight.
Combining the three factors considered gives an approximate FOV efficiency for the
single-pixel survey of

εF ≈

2.5ε hex
≈ 0.57 .
4

(6)

This is normalised to a survey made with a PAF FOV that does not need to be
overlapped.
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3.0 Illustrative Arrays
This memo illustrates the SKA cost estimation tool (SKAcost) by using it to estimate
the component cost of three arrays:
A. 530 × 20 m parabola with 0.3-3 GHz PAF and single-pixel feed to 25 GHz
B. 530 × 20 m parabola with 0.3-1.4 GHz PAF and single-pixel feed to 10 GHz
C. 5,509 × 11 m parabola with single-pixel feed to 25 GHz
These arrays are dimensioned to share a common survey speed figure of merit,
Eq. (3), of 3.2×108 m4K-2deg2 at 1.4 GHz. This value was chosen so Array C (LNSD)
has the nominal Ae/Tsys of 20,000 m2K-1 (Jones, 2004). Array A is comparable to the
array specified by the SKA Reference Design (ISPO, 2006). Array B is trimmed back
in frequency coverage in accordance with discussions at the SKA Engineering and
Joint Working Group Meeting in Paris, 2006.
Table 4 summarises the key parameters of these arrays. Complete lists of input
parameters required by the relevant SKAcost modules (FPAcost.py and
LNSDcost.py) are provided in Appendices A, B and C. Note that both arrays A and B
assume uncooled receivers whilst array C assumes cooling to 20 K.
For now, the cost of the wide-band 25 GHz feed and receivers was not explicitly
included for arrays A and B. This should not affect the overall conclusion so long as
the cost of specifying the antenna to a higher frequency dominates.
The 20 m dish size for arrays A and B was chosen over the Reference Design’s
suggestion of ~10 m due to the pressure of computing costs. An FOV of 30.3 deg2
was specified for arrays A and B as it maximised the survey speed per cost squared
metric used in earlier cost/performance studies for MIRA.
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4.0 Basic Results
Figure 1 gives the net present value (today’s money), broken down by subsystem, for
the three arrays. Figure 2 shows the spending profile in nominal values (future
money). All costs used in this figure are single point calculations except for the
contingency. Contingency was calculated for uncertainty in antenna cost scaling and
the Moore’s Law period as described in Section 5.0. The remainder of this section
provides detailed results for each array including the dependence of cost on
independent variation of a number of input parameters.
Table 4: Three arrays with SSFOM of 3.2×108 m4K-2deg2 at 1.4 GHz.
D
[m]

A
B
C

20
20
11

Feed

PAF
PAF
1
pixel

Phys.
Rx
Temp
[K]
300
300
20

IF
BW
[MHz]
750
350
750

fmax
PAF
[GHz]
3
1.4
NA

Dish
[GHz]
25
10
25

F
[deg2]

30.3
30.3
1.35

Ae
[m2]

Tsys
[K]

Ae
Tsys
[m2/K]

Nant

1.14×105
1.14×105
3.6×105

35
35
18

3,260
3,260
20,000

530
530
5,509

Cost
including
contingency
[EUR:2007]
1.1 B
0.67 B
1.3 B

Corr.
inputs

369
369
3,829

1.3 B
1.1 B

0.67 B

Fig. 1: Cost breakdown of net present value (today’s money) for three arrays of equivalent survey
speed figure of merit. All costs are single point calculations except for the contingency which was
calculated by Monte Carlo simulation over uncertainties in the antenna cost model and the Moore’s
Law period (see Section 5.0).
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1.1 B

0.74 B

0.22 B

0.70 B
0.46 B

0.097 B

1.2 B
0.95 B

0.22 B

Fig. 2: Spending profiles for three arrays in nominal values (future money).
Contingency was distributed pro rata across spending years.
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4.1. Array A: 20m Dish + 0.3-3 GHz PAF (30.3 deg2 FOV)
Array A is comparable to the array specified by the SKA Reference Design (ISPO,
2006). Table 5 gives the basic specification for this array at 1.4 GHz. Detailed input
parameters are given in Appendix A. A breakdown of costs is given in Figure 3.
Figures 4 to 7 show the dependence of cost (net present value) on key input
parameters for array A. In each plot, a single input parameter is varied whilst all
others are held at their fiducial values. Survey speed is conserved for independent
variations of dish diameter, IF bandwidth, maximum antenna frequency, and
maximum PAF frequency. Contingency is not included in any of the variational plots.

Table 5: Array A specifications at 1.4 GHz
D
[m]

A

20

Feed

PAF

Phys.
Rx
Temp
[K]
300

IF
BW
[MHz]
750

fmax
PAF
[GHz]
3

Dish
[GHz]
25

F
[deg2]

30.3

Ae
[m2]

Tsys
[K]

Ae
Tsys
[m2/K]

1.14×105

35

3,260

Nant

530

Corr.
inputs

369

Cost
including
contingency
[EUR:2007]
1.1 B

Fig. 3: Cost breakdown for array A.
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Fig. 4: Variation of dish diameter for array A. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue line corresponds to
array A.

Fig. 5: Variation of IF bandwidth for array A. Computing cost is independent of this variation as
spectral line imaging is fixed to 16,384/(z+1) channels. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue line
corresponds to array A.
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Fig. 6: Variation of maximum antenna operating frequency for array A. Computing cost is
independent of this variation as imaging is specified at 1.4 GHz. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue
line corresponds to array A.

Fig. 7: Variation of maximum PAF operating frequency for array A. Computing cost is independent
of this variation as imaging is specified at 1.4 GHz. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue line
corresponds to array A.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the variation of net present value with independent variations of
total effective collecting area and FOV. The survey speed figure of merit is left free
to vary. The derivatives of these plots can be used to quantify whether it is more cost
effective to add collecting area or increase the PAF FOV when increasing the survey
speed of a given array.

Fig. 8: Variation of total effective collecting area for array A. SSFOM is free to vary. Vertical blue
line corresponds to array A.

Fig. 9: Variation of field of view for array A. SSFOM is free to vary. Vertical blue line corresponds
to array A.
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Fig. 10: Optimization of PAF FOV for constant SSFOM. Vertical blue line corresponds to array A.
SSFOM is conserved by varying Ae according to Eq. (3).

Figure 10 shows that cost is optimised for PAF FOV of order 30 deg2. This plot was
generated by simultaneously varying the FOV and total effective area of array A to
keep the survey speed figure of merit constant. Cost increases towards lower FOVs
due to the increasing number of antennas. Cost increases towards higher FOVs due to
the increasing size of the PAFs. Discontinuities occur because the numbers of
antennas and stations are integers.
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4.2. Array B: 20m Dish + 0.3-1.4 GHz PAF (30.3 deg2 FOV)
Array B is trimmed back in frequency coverage, with respect to Array A, in
accordance with discussions at the SKA Engineering and Joint Working Group
Meeting in Paris, 2006. Basic input parameters of Array B are given in Table 6.
Detailed input parameters are given in Appendix B. Figure 11 gives a cost
breakdown. The remaining figures show cost dependence on independent variations
of single input parameters.

Table 6: Array B specifications at 1.4 GHz
D
[m]

B

20

Feed

PAF

Phys.
Rx
Temp
[K]
300

IF
BW
[MHz]
350

fmax
PAF
[GHz]
1.4

Dish
[GHz]
10

F
[deg2]

30.3

Ae
[m2]

Tsys
[K]

Ae
Tsys
[m2/K]

1.14×105

35

3,260

Nant

530

Corr.
inputs

369

Cost
including
contingency
[EUR:2007]
0.67 B

Fig. 11: Cost breakdown for array B.
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Fig. 12: Dependence of array B costs on dish diameter for constant SSFOM. Vertical blue line
corresponds to array B.

Fig. 13: Variation of IF bandwidth for array B. Computing cost is independent of this variation as
imaging is fixed to 16,384/(z+1) channels. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue line
corresponds to array B.
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Fig. 14: Variation of maximum antenna operating frequency for array B. Computing cost is
independent of this variation as imaging is specified at 1.4 GHz. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue
line corresponds to array B.

Fig. 15: Variation of maximum PAF operating frequency for array B. Computing cost is independent
of this variation as imaging is specified at 1.4 GHz. SSFOM is conserved. Vertical blue line
corresponds to array B.
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Fig. 16: Variation of total effective collecting area for array B. SSFOM is free to vary. Vertical blue
line corresponds to array B.

Fig. 17: Variation of field of view for array B. SSFOM is free to vary. Vertical blue line corresponds
to array B.
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Fig. 18: Optimization of PAF FOV for constant SSFOM. Vertical blue line corresponds to array B.
SSFOM is conserved by varying Ae according to Eq. (3).

Figure 18 shows that Array B does not have an optimised FOV. The cost of Array B
may be reduced by ~30% by increasing the FOV to ~50 deg2. We believe that FOVs
of order 60 deg2 are viable, but there will be some upper limit on practical FPA size.
For example, the size of the subreflector generates a hard limit if Cassegrain focus is
adopted. We delay advocating larger FOVs until we have determined actual
performance achievable by specific array designs through electromagnetic modelling
and experiment.
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4.3. Array C: 11m Dish + Single-pixel Feed (1.35 deg2 FOV)
Array C (LNSD) has the nominal Ae/Tsys of 20,000 m2K-1 (Jones, 2004). It has a
single-pixel wide-band feed operating to 25 GHz and receivers that are cooled to
20 K. Basic input parameters are given in Table 7 whilst detailed input parameters
are given in Appendix C. Figure 19 gives the cost breakdown.
Table 7: Array C specifications at 1.4 GHz.
D
[m]

C

11

Feed

1
pixel

Phys.
Rx
Temp
[K]
20

IF
BW
[MHz]
750

fmax
PAF
[GHz]
NA

Dish
[GHz]
25

F
[deg2]

1.35

Ae
[m2]

3.6×105

Tsys
[K]

Ae
Tsys
[m2/K]

Nant

18

20,000

5,509

Corr.
inputs

3,829

Cost
including
contingency
[EUR:2007]
1.3 B

Fig. 19: Cost breakdown for array C.

Figure 20 overleaf shows the dependence of Array C net present value on dish
diameter for a constant SSFOM. The SSFOM was maintained by varying effective
area according to Eq. (3). For a mid-band survey SKA, significantly more optimistic
computing costings are required to make single-pixel arrays with antennas less than
11 m in diameter an attractive solution.
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Fig. 20: Dependence of array C costs on dish diameter for constant SSFOM. SSFOM is maintained by
varying effective area according to Eq. (3).

5.0 Monte Carlo Contingency Analysis
SKAcost can model uncertainty, and thus calculate budget contingency. A Monte
Carlo simulation engine is included in the basic code. This allows cost and
performance inputs to be specified by distributions rather than single point estimates.
Monte Carlo simulation can then be used to estimate the probability distribution of the
total SKA cost. Budget contingency is defined in terms of a statistical confidence
level for the total SKA cost.
It is not useful to perform a global Monte Carlo simulation for all input cost
parameters until the individual cost modules have received expert attention.
However, a first attempt may be made by considering the significant uncertainties in
scaling antenna costs and Moore’s Law period Tm.
Triangular distributions are used for the input variables under analysis as they
simplify the task of collecting information from experts: “What is the least you would
pay for this item? What is the most you would pay for this item? What would you
expect to pay for this item?”. Once a significant number of input variables are
represented by distributions in a Monte Carlo simulation, the central limit theorem
makes the output cost distribution insensitive to the specific shapes of the input
distributions. Hence, the triangular distributions are valid so long as there are many
of them.
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The antenna cost model used is (DeBoer, 2006):

C ant

w
= K 
W 

2/3

 f max

 Fmax

α

β

 d n
    
 D N 

γ

(7)

where
w is the maximum wind speed of operation;
f max is the maximum frequency of operation;

d is the antenna diameter;
n is the number of antennas manufactured; and
K is the cost of an antenna with parameters (W , Fmax , D, N ) .

The various exponents in the model described by Eq. (7) are quoted to have the
following ranges:

1 / 3 <α < 2
β ≈ 2.7
− 0.1 < γ < −0.2
However, other sources suggest that values of α > 1 are unlikely when frequency is
limited to 40 GHz and the materials are limited to steel. A recent study suggested that
α = 0.5 is the most likely value (Bunton, 2007). Our own fit to the historic antenna
costs in Bunton (2007) weakly favours α = 0.7, but we optimistically retain α = 0.5
pending more significant studies.
K is fixed at $US 428,571 (2006) as per KAT antenna production costs for an antenna
with parameters (10 m.s-1, 8 GHz, 15 m, 20). This was quoted as a “firm” price
(DeBoer, 2006). The resulting antenna cost model of Eq. (7) yields estimates 30-80%
cheaper than the historic data of Bunton (2007) but 0-40% higher than the model of
Weinreb (2006).

Table 8: Triangular input distributions for Monte Carlo simulation of Antenna and
Moore’s Law uncertainties.
Parameter

α
β
γ

K
Tm

Minimum
0.33
2.5

Expected
0.5
2.7

Maximum
0.7
2.9

-0.2
400,000 [USD:2006]
1.5 [yr]

-0.15
428,571 [USD:2006]
2.0 [yr]

-0.1
450,000 [USD:2006]
3 [yr]
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Output cost distributions for a 10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation of arrays A, B and
C over the input distributions of Table 8 are given in Figures 21 to 26. NASA’s cost
estimation handbook recommends contingency equivalent to the difference between
the 70th and 50th percentile cost (NASA, 2004). In this memo, we added sufficient
contingency to make total costs in Section 4.0 equal the 70th percentile cost.

Fig. 21: Cumulative distribution of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array A.
Generated by 10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.

Fig. 22: Histogram of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array A. Generated by
10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.
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Fig. 23: Cumulative distribution of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array B.
Generated by 10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.

Fig. 24: Histogram of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array B. Generated by
10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.
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Fig. 25: Cumulative distribution of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array C.
Generated by 10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.

Fig. 26: Histogram of NPV for antenna and Moore’s Law uncertainties in array C. Generated by
10,000 trial Monte Carlo simulation with input distributions of Table 8.
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The contingencies in Figure 1 appear different to those calculated in Figures 21, 23
and 25. This is because the 50th percentile costs are different to the single point costs
calculated for Figure 1. The root cause is the skewness of the distribution functions.

6.0 Conclusion
SKAcost successfully estimated the cost of three arrays and generated significant data
for trade-off and optimisation studies. The tool permits simultaneous variation of
multiple parameters including telescope performance measures.
A comprehensive contingency analysis was also demonstrated. However, the cost
estimates are likely to be more uncertain than this analysis suggests as a number of the
technologies involved have not been demonstrated. Nevertheless, six broad
conclusions may be drawn from the present demonstration:
1. Components for a single-pixel design with Ae/Tsys = 20,000 m2K-1 cost about
€1.3 billion (2007).
2. PAF arrays with equivalent survey speed have an order of magnitude fewer
antennas (5,500 to 530) and cost 20-50% less, but have a factor of 6 lower
Ae/Tsys.
3. Computing costs drive the PAF optimal antenna diameter greater than 20 m.
4. Computing costs drive the single-pixel optimal antenna diameter to around
11 m. This gives an FOV of 1.35 deg2 compared to 30 deg2 or more for PAF
arrays.
5. For a mid-band survey SKA, significantly more optimistic computing costings
are required to make single-pixel arrays with antennas less than 11 m in
diameter an attractive solution.
6. Contingencies must be large (~ 20%) just to account for current levels of
uncertainty in Moore’s Law and antenna costs.

7.0 Future Work
We see SKAcost as the foundation for a wider simulation environment for multidimensional cost and performance optimization. In this environment, we anticipate
the combination of SKAcost with imaging simulations to close the loop between cost
estimation and image quality specification.
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Looking specifically at the technologies addressed in this memo, the next stage of
SKAcost development for PAF and single-pixel arrays will require scrutiny of
subsystem models by domain experts. Accurate costs will only arise from iterative
development of SKAcost by the SKA community. Domain experts need to question
the assumptions in each subsystem cost model. They also need to provide up to date
input cost constants as lessons are learned from prototypes.
Further work is needed to explore alternate computing cost models. Astronomers also
need to give input on what day one computing capability is appropriate. How many
channels should be imaged, to what maximum baseline, and with what polarisation
information? If the answers are even slightly different to the 16,384 channels, 50 km
baselines and full Stokes assumption in this study, the results will be significantly
different.
For now, our immediate focus is to incorporate expert knowledge on aperture plane
arrays from the SKADS team into SKAcost. Following that we will expand SKAcost
to incorporate costs of ownership beyond components and manufacturing. Modules
will be added to cover costs of software, infrastructure, project delivery and
operations. In the interim, we recommend estimating the missing capital and
operations costs according to Table 2 and Eq. (1).
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APPENDIX A –
Array A Inputs: 20m Dish + 0.3-3 GHz PAF (30.3 deg2 FOV)
numberRegions = 5
correlatorPurchaseYear = 2012*YR
computingPurchaseYear = 2018*YR
regionPurchaseYear =
array([2012, 2015, 2015, 2018, 2018])*YR
antennaDiameter = 20*M
antennaFocalRatio = 0.6
antennaApertureEfficiency = 0.7
antennaRadiationEfficiency = 0.98
tsys = 35.0*K
totalEffectiveArea = 1.15e5*M**2
totalEffectiveFraction =
array([0.1, 0.55, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05])
specificationWavelength = 0.21*M
minimumWavelengthAntenna = 0.012*M
minimumWavelengthFPA = 0.1*M
T_LNA_phys = 300*K
Q_IF = 8*BIT # IF quantization (bits per real sample)
FPAoutputQuantizationCPX = 16*BIT
StationOutputQuantizationCPX = 16*BIT
meanShortFiberLength = 50*M
meanLongFiberLength = array([0.5, 0.5, 20, 100, 800])*KM
specifiedFOV = array([1, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.2])*30*ARCDEG**2
IFBandwidth = 750*MHZ
antennasPerStation = array([1, 1, 8, 8, 8])
correlatorOutputQuantizationCPX = 32*BIT
frequencyResolution = 5*KHZ
maxComputedFrequencyChannels = 16384
maxComputedBaseline = 50.0*KM
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APPENDIX B –
Array B Inputs: 20m Dish + 0.3-1.4 GHz PAF (30.3 deg2 FOV)
numberRegions = 5
correlatorPurchaseYear = 2012*YR
computingPurchaseYear = 2018*YR
regionPurchaseYear =
array([2012, 2015, 2015, 2018, 2018])*YR
antennaDiameter = 20*M
antennaFocalRatio = 0.6
antennaApertureEfficiency = 0.7
antennaRadiationEfficiency = 0.98
tsys = 35.0*K
totalEffectiveArea = 1.15e5*M**2
totalEffectiveFraction =
array([0.1, 0.55, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05])
specificationWavelength = 0.21*M
minimumWavelengthAntenna = 0.03*M
minimumWavelengthFPA = 0.21*M
T_LNA_phys = 300*K
Q_IF = 8*BIT # IF quantization (bits per real sample)
FPAoutputQuantizationCPX = 16*BIT
StationOutputQuantizationCPX = 16*BIT
meanShortFiberLength = 50*M
meanLongFiberLength = array([0.5, 0.5, 20, 100, 800])*KM
specifiedFOV = array([1, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.2])*30*ARCDEG**2
IFBandwidth = 350*MHZ
antennasPerStation = array([1, 1, 8, 8, 8])
correlatorOutputQuantizationCPX = 32*BIT
frequencyResolution = 5*KHZ
maxComputedFrequencyChannels = 16384
maxComputedBaseline = 50.0*KM
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APPENDIX C –
Array C Inputs: 11 m Dish + Single-pixel Feed (1.35 deg2 FOV)
numberRegions = 5
correlatorPurchaseYear = 2012*YR
computingPurchaseYear = 2018*YR
regionPurchaseYear =
array([2012, 2015, 2015, 2018, 2018])*YR
antennaDiameter = array([11, 11, 11, 11, 11])*M
antennaFocalRatio = array([0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6])
antennaApertureEfficiency =
array([0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7])
antennaRadiationEfficiency =
array([0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98])
totalEffectiveArea = 3.6e5*M**2
totalEffectiveFraction =
array([0.1, 0.55, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05])
specificationWavelength =
array([0.21, 0.21, 0.21, 0.21, 0.21])*M
minimumWavelength =
array([0.012, 0.012, 0.012, 0.012, 0.012])*M
T_LNA_phys = array([20, 20, 20, 20, 20])*K
IFQuantizationRE = 8*BIT
stationOutputQuantizationCPX =
array([16, 16, 16, 16, 16])*BIT
meanShortFiberLength = array([50, 50, 50, 50, 50])*M
meanLongFiberLength = array([0.5, 0.5, 20, 100, 800])*KM
fractionFOVimaged = array([1, 1, 1, 1, 1])
IFBandwidth = 750*MHZ
IFperRF = array([1, 1, 1, 1, 1])
antennasPerStation = array([1, 1, 8, 8, 8])
correlatorOutputQuantizationCPX = 32*BIT
frequencyResolution = 5*KHZ
maxFrequencyChannels = 16384
maxBaseline = 50*KM
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APPENDIX D – SKAcost User’s Guide
SKAcost has been developed using Python 2.4.4. There are two ways to interact with
the underlying cost model framework. The first is via the Python script interface,
which is aimed at users who wish to understand the underlying framework and
possibly contribute to the development of SKAcost. The script interface allows indepth analysis and use of the Python code, including Monte Carlo analyses. It also
allows for customised comparisons between various models or the variation of
parameters.
The web interface is an extension to the script interface. It provides the same basic
output as the script interface, but limits the available inputs to those we consider
significant. The aim is to choose inputs which are important to the big-picture SKA
costing, whilst the other inputs are specified by a model specific database. The web
interface is intended to be interactive, simple to use, and to provide a high-level
summary in an accessible format. The tool is under continuous revision and
development, as are the underlying costing models. Future versions may allow for
more output options and graphical outputs.
The tool is available at http://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/ska/cost/.

Script Based Execution
To run the SKAcost scripts, some knowledge of Python is required. Appendix E
provides instructions for downloading and installing the software required to run
SKAcost. The scripts in SKAcost/Examples can be run “as is” to produce data and
graphics such as those seen in this memo. These use the FPAcost.py and
LNSDcost.py modules for the calculations, but only output the data or graphics as
calculated by parameters specified in the script. For complete text output for a
specific array design, the FPAcost.py and LNSDcost.py modules should be used.
They contain a test function which will run the costing, and output a report for the
whole array. Inputs to these modules are from a file in SKAcost/Database. The name
and content of the input file can be varied in the test function to meet the needs of the
user.

Using the Web Interface
The web interface is a CGI script, delivered by the generic SKAcost/Interface
modules, in conjunction with a module specific to each technology model. The web
interface wraps around the SKAcost script interface. It is being developed with the
philosophy of as much code re-use as possible to ensure that the results are
independent of the interface used (i.e. script or web).
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The web interface for SKAcost is loaded by directing an internet browser (preferably
Firefox) to http://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/ska/cost/. This will provide a page
asking which technology is to be used, along with an input option. From this, an input
page is generated, with a number of user-modifiable inputs (see Figure D2). The
default inputs can be used, or the values of one or more of the input fields can be
modified, before clicking on the “Compute Cost” button.
Once the “Compute Cost” button has been clicked, the script will be run and a new
page delivered, containing the input forms, some summary cost tables and a detailed
textual report. The summary table contains hyperlinks to provide easy navigation to
specific sections of the report. The region labels are linked to each region summary,
whilst the individual values in the table are linked to their respective region-system
output. The summary table also contains hyperlinks to some documentation for each
of the systems (reproduced in Appendix G). There are hyperlinks spread throughout
the report which can be clicked on to return to the summary table. The output can
also be navigated by the internet browser scroll-bar.
The current version of the web interface is a reduced version of the script based
interface. Only specific pre-defined inputs are available to be modified by the user.
The intention of this is to ensure that the input page does not overwhelm the user due
to the number of parameters available to modify. Currently the web interface is only
for PAF or single-pixel designs, and the array is hard-coded to five regions. As the
integration of the interface with the SKAcost framework continues, other designs and
a variety of output options will become available.

Details on the Inputs to the Web Interface
In the opening page shown in Figure D1, the technology to be used is selected, along
with an input option. Currently, the PAF and LNSD technologies are available for
use. The three input options available are effective area (Aeff), sensitivity (Aeff/Tsys)
and survey speed figure of merit (SSFOM). The sensitivity and SSFOM options
calculate an effective area of the array, which is then fed into the cost model for the
appropriate technology. Hence for the purposes here, providing a sensitivity or
SSFOM value is just a different way to input a value for effective area.
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Fig. D1: Screenshot of the initial page of SKAcost. At this page, the technology and one of three input
options are selected.

Once the technology and input options have been selected, an input form is generated
dynamically from a template. Screenshots of an example input form is shown in
Figure D2. The required input variables are pre-programmed, and the default values
are filled in from the appropriate input file located in SKAcost/Database. The costs
can be computed using these default values, or one or more values can be changed
before the costs are computed. If the sensitivity or SSFOM option is chosen, the
“Specified total effective area” input box is replaced by a box where a sensitivity or
SSFOM value can be entered. The sensitivity or SSFOM default values are calculated
so that they approximately produce the same array as for the effective area default
value.
The definitions, default values and units in the input table are all created dynamically
from a temporary FPAcost object (also read as LNSDcost). Hence any variation to
the initialisation of these parameters in FPAcost.py will be reflected in the input form
on the web interface. The input variables that appear on the web interface are selected
in FPAweb.py. The input form is HTML, and is formatted using a SimpleTAL
template. SimpleTAL is a Python extension that creates HTML code from a list of
variables and easily modifiable templates.
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Fig. D2: Screenshots of the input web form for SKAcost. The values in the input boxes are defaults.

Details on the Outputs from the Web Interface
The output of SKAcost contains the input forms, some summary cost tables and a
detailed textual report, as shown in Figure D3. The summary table contains costs for
each system in each region, total costs for each region, total NPV costs for each
system and a total NPV cost for the array. A description of NPV is given in
Section 2.6 of this memo. The summary table is hyperlinked to provide easy
navigation to specific sections of the report.
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The help files linked to this summary table have been developed for each of the
systems. These are in the form of XHTML, and are readable using Mozilla Firefox.
These files contain a description of the cost model or models used, the inputs, outputs
and any assumptions made. The output also contains a table with estimates for
significant capital costs not explicitly included, and also a table estimating operational
costs.

Fig. D3: Screenshots of the output summary tables for SKAcost. The cells with underlined content are
hyperlinked to their respective sections of the report. The images with question marks indicate a
hyperlink to the documentation for that system.
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Format of the SKAcost Output
The output from SKAcost is provided as one unbroken page with an initial summary
for the whole SKA, followed by summaries for each of the regions. Then, each of the
regions is printed with the summary for that region and details about each of the
systems in that region. The summaries contain a list of the input parameters,
calculated performance values and calculated costs. An example summary is shown
in Figure D4. Each system details the user inputs, global inputs, calculated
performance and calculated costs, as shown in the example in Figure D5.
The inputs and performance values are specified with units (if they have them). The
costs take into account Moore’s Law (where applicable) and have the currency and
year of purchase shown in square brackets. In the principal summary, some of the
costs are shown as net present value (NPV) to simplify comparison of the various
regions and to provide one single total cost for a common year. The values in
parentheses specify the proportion of non-Moore’s Law cost to Moore’s Law cost.

Fig. D4: Screenshot of an example Summary for a region.
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Fig. D5: Screenshots of an example system within a region. In this case the system is antennas.

Package Hierarchy
SKAcost is broken into a number of sub-packages. At the highest level, there is a
database of cost and performance inputs, tools for financial calculations and managing
descriptions of cost parameters, and models of SKA concepts along with the generic
and specific sub-models required to make them.
The structure is as follows:
/SKAcost
/Database
SKAglobal.py – global cost and performance constants
to be replaced by MYSQL database
SKAunits.py – definition of special units used in cost calculation
Phys.py – physical constants
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/Tools
Cost.py – financial calculator including Moore’s Law, inflation, and
currency conversion
Param.py – automatically reportable calculation parameter including
scope and a text comment
CostModel.py – base class defining structure of all cost models
automates reporting of interim values
CommaNum.py – format integers with comma separation of 1,000s
/Models
/Generic – cost models used by more than one SKA concept
Antenna.py – small parabolas
ShortHaul.py – short (intra-station) optic links
LongHaul.py – long (inter-station) optic links
Corr.py – multiply and accumulate (X part of FX correlation)
Computing.py – general purpose computing for imaging
/LNSD – cost models used only by large N small D concept
LNSDcost.py – cost model of a homogeneous LNSD based
SKA
LNSDelectronics.py – antenna based electronics
LNSDstationElectronics.py – station level beamforming
LNSDregion.py – multiple LNSD stations with similar baseline
LNSDweb.py – specifies inputs for web-interface
/FPA
FPAcost.py – cost model of a homogeneous FPA based SKA
FPAelectronics.py – antenna based focal plane array
FPAstationElectronics.py – station level beamforming
FPAregion.py – multiple FPA stations with similar baseline
FPAweb.py – specifies inputs for web-interface
/Interface
InputParams.py – inputs for the web form specified and populated with
comments, units and default values
InputTemplate.py – formats input form using a SimpleTAL template
Ouput.py – runs cost module, outputs tabulated and hyperlinked results
OutputTemplate.py – formats HTML output using a SimpleTAL
template
/Examples - auxiliary modules used to drive the main cost models
/Help - Contains a collection of XHTML help files (best opened using Firefox
web browser).

CostModel Base Class
The fundamental object is a CostModel. Every cost model in this package inherits
from the CostModel.py base class which defines the minimum components and
methods of a cost model.
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Each CostModel object must have: a title, a purchase year, and a number. The title is
simply a string explaining the scope of the model to the user. The purchase year is the
year in which the various subcomponents of this cost model are intended to be
purchased. The number is the number of instances of this particular model to be
costed. Hence, the Antenna cost model with Antenna.number = 5 would calculate the
cost of 5 antennas.
The methods defined in the base class allow the automatic reporting of all cost and
performance parameters that constitute the cost model. These include:
CostModel.textDumpInput() – report all input parameters
CostModel.textDumpGlobal() – report all global parameters
CostModel.textDumpCalcPerformance() – report all calculated performance
parameters
CostModel.textDumpCalcCosts() – report all calculated cost parameters
Each of these methods returns a formatted text string containing the report for the
given cost module. For example, calling Antenna.textDumpCalcCosts() would return
a string containing the calculated cost of the antenna.
Calculated Costs
--------------------Cost of 1377.0 antennas: (1.000 + m0.000) * 528,529,241 [USD:2011] fixed
Cost of single antenna: (1.000 + m0.000) *
383,827 [USD:2011] fixed

CostModel.__str__() is also defined so that, when a CostModel is cast as a string, it
will report all parameters by calling all of the above textDump methods in sequence to
generate a full report. Hence
print Antenna
would print all input, global, calculated performance and calculated cost parameters
for the Antenna object.

Parameter Class
Param.py defines parameter objects which contain a value (integer, float, unit number,
or cost), a scope and a text comment. All inputs, outputs and reportable intermediate
results in a CostModel object should be parameters.
Parameters are instantiated
newParam = Param(value, scope, comment, longComment, montecarlo, dist)
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where
value = integer|float|unit number|cost
scope = ‘INPUT’|’GLOBAL’|’CALCULATED’
comment = string
longComment = string
montecarlo = boolean
dist = NullDist()|TriagngleDist(low, expected, high)

optional

For example:
self.antennaDiameter = \
Param(20*M, 'INPUT',
'Antenna diameter',
'Diameter of parabolic reflector')

This defines a sub-object in Antenna.py that will be reported as an input. To create an
internal parameter that will not be reported, simply leave off the “self.” prefix. A
more detailed example including setting a distribution for Monte Carlo simulation is:
self.beta_small_parabola = \
Param(2.7, 'GLOBAL', 'Small parabola diameter cost exponent',
montecarlo=True, dist=TriangleDist(2.5, 2.7, 2.9))

This defines a sub-object in SKAglobal.py that will be randomly chosen from a
triangular distribution. A new value for the parameter is taken from the distribution
each time SKAglobal.montecarloiterate() is called.

Cost Class
Cost.py defines cost objects which combine a currency value along with information
on how to perform financial calculations including Moore’s Law, inflation and
currency conversions. There is also facility for defining a cost by a distribution as
required by Monte Carlo simulation.
For example, the cost of a single dual polarization feed is defined by:
c_feed = Cost(cost=10.0*USD, mcost=0.0*USD, year=2008*YR,
montecarlo=False,
costdist=NullCostDist(),
mcostdist=NullCostDist())

This creates a cost that scales with inflation and not Moore’s Law. The datum of the
cost for inflation scaling is 2008. The same year serves as the datum for Moore’s Law
scaling if appropriate. Further, the cost is defined by a single point value and not a
distribution. To define a simple triangular distribution for the cost and instruct the
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CostModel base class to draw a value from this distribution each time the method
montecarloiterate() is called, we would write:
c_feed = Cost(cost=10.0*USD, mcost=0.0*USD, year=2008*YR,
montecarlo=True,
costdist=TriangleDist(5*USD, 10*USD, 25*USD),
mcostdist=NullCostDist())

This defines a simple triangular distribution for the feed cost where the minimum cost
is 5 USD, the expected cost is 10 USD and the maximum cost is 25 USD. Further, we
can wrap up this cost in a Parameter so that it is automatically reported by the base
CostModel class
c_feed = Param(Cost(cost=10.0*USD, mcost=0.0*USD, year=2008*YR,
montecarlo=True,
costdist=TriangleDist(5*USD, 10*USD, 25*USD),
mcostdist=NullCostDist()),
'GLOBAL', 'Cost of single dual pol. feed')
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APPENDIX E – Installation Guide
Python
To run SKAcost in its current form you need to set up Python along with the relevant
packages that SKAcost depends on.
1. Python 2.4.4 (http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.4/)
2. NumPy (http://sourceforge.net/projects/numpy)
3. SciPy (http://www.scipy.org/Download)
4. Matplotlib/pylab (http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/installing.html)
5. Unum (http://home.tiscali.be/be052320/Unum.html)
If you wish to do more than just run the example scripts, it will be handy to have a
code development environment. I recommend Eclipse with the PyDev plug-in for
Python development.
6. JRE (if you haven’t already got it)
(http://java.sun.com/javase/6/webnotes/install/index.html)
7. Eclipse (http://www.eclipse.org)
8. PyDev (http://www.fabioz.com/pydev/manual_101_install.html)
If you wish to contribute to the further development of SKAcost you will need
Subversion for access to the source code repository. Eclipse has a nice Subversion
interface.
9. Subclipse (http://subclipse.tigris.org/install.html)
Finally, you will need access to the ATNF source code repository. Email
Aaron.Chippendale@csiro.au to arrange this.
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APPENDIX F - Setting up Python web-server in Windows XP
To run the web interface for SKAcost in a local environment (e.g. as one method to
test Python code development), you will need to ensure that Python is installed as per
Appendix E and then follow the instructions below.
1. Ensure Python is in path:
System Properties -> Advanced -> Environment Variables ->
Edit Path: add ;C:\Python24\.
2. Create folder for CGI scripts:
e.g. C:\CGI-SCRIPTS
3. From your eclipse workspace folder (e.g. C:\eclipseworkspace\), navigate to
SKAcost\src. Copy the cgi-bin and SKAcost directories to C:\CGI-SCRIPTS. This
will give you C:\CGI-SCRIPTS\cgi-bin and C:\CGI-SCRIPTS\SKAcost.

Once you have done the above steps, each time you want to use the web-interface,
you will need to start a web-server on your local computer.
4. Using command line start the web-server:
C:\CGI-SCRIPTS> python c:\Python24\Lib\CGIHTTPServer.py
Serving HTTP on 0.0.0.0 port 8000 ...
5. Navigate your internet browser to http://localhost:8000/cgi-bin/main.py
Note: Every time you make an update to the Python code in eclipse, you will need to
copy over the updated files (Step 3) and then refresh your browser.
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APPENDIX G – System Documentation

This page is intentionally left blank.
Documentation commences on the following page.
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Antenna
Estimates the cost and performance of n small parabolas for a production run of N in a given year.

Cost Model
The antenna cost model used is (DeBoer, 2006):
α

w ) 2/3  fmax  ( d ) β ( n ) γ
C = K( W
 Fmax  D N

where
w is the maximum wind speed of operation;
fmax is the maximum frequency of operation;
d is the antenna diameter;
n is the number of antennas manufactured; and
K is the cost of an antenna with parameters (W, Fmax , D, N).
The exponents are constrained by
0.33 < α < 1;

β ≈ 2.7; and
−0.2 < γ < − 0.1 (DeBoer, 2007).
Analysis of a small amount of historic data (Bunton, 2007) suggests that α ≈ 0.5 when maximum frequency is limited to 40 GHz and
materials are limited to steel. Our own fit to the historic antenna costs in (Bunton, 2007) weakly favours α ≈ 0.7, but we
optimistically retain α ≈ 0.5 pending more significant studies.
The KAT team give K=$US 428,571 (2006) for an antenna with paremeters (10 m.s-1, 8 GHz, 15 m, 20) (DeBoer, 2006).
This value of K includes:
foundations
installation
commissioning
subcontractor profit
feed rotator
It excludes:
feeds
The resulting antenna cost model yields estimates 30-80% cheaper than the historic data of (Bunton, 2007) but 0-40% higher than the
model of (Weinreb, 2006) .

Inputs
diameter
focal ratio
aperture efficiency
radiation efficiency
specification frequency
maximum frequency of operation
maximum wind speed of operation
total quantity of antennas manufactured for the SKA (in one production run)

Calculates
geometric area
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effective area
beam deviation factor
FOV at specification frequency
FOV at maximum frequency

Assumes
FOV = π/4(1.2λ/D)2
all antennas for the SKA are manufactured in one production run to get economy of scale
alt-az mount
concrete or steel pedestal
composite or steel reflector

References
Bunton, J. (2007) Dish Cost Frequency Scaling, SKA Memo no. 90.
DeBoer, D. (2006) Parabolic Dishes, presented at SKA Engineering and Joint Working Group Meeting, Paris, 4-8 September 2006.
DeBoer, D. (2007) Personal communication based on John Dreher's analysis of a number of catalogs.
Weinreb, S. (2006) SKA Antenna and Receiver Cost Optimization Including Survey Speed and Focal Plane Arrays, SKA Memo 77.
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PAF Electronics
Estimates the cost and performance of phased array feeds, electronics and beamforming for n small parabolas.
Includes:
elements
enclosure & cooling
LNAs
downconverters
analog filters
analog optic fiber transmission of IF to bunker/pedestal
ADCs
PFB1 (pre beamformer -> 2 MHz channels)
PFB2 (post beamformer -> target channel resolution)
routing to beamformer inputs
digital beamformer
Excludes:
LO distribution
power supply and distribution
NRE
testing
maintenance
fiber connectors

Cost Model
This is a bottom up cost model based on the following block diagram. The quantity of each block is calculated and multiplied by
standard cost estimates for each block in SKAglobal.py.

FPGAs
It is assumed that PFB1, PFB2, and the beamformer are implemented in FPGAs. The costs are based on Moore's law scaling of a
Virtex-4 SX-35 assuming:
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components

ADCs
It is assumed that high speed flash ADCs will be used. Their die size scales with 2 q − 1 where q is the resolution of the ADC
(Maxim/Dallas, 2003). After normalization for resolution, a list of 22 ADC prices varying from 6-12 bit and 105-2200 MSPS were fit
to a linear function of sample rate Y MSPS. This yielded the following cost model for quantities of N.
N )
C = 2 q − 1 (0.001Y − 0.0862)( 1000

−0.15

[2007 USD]

ADC cost is assumed to halve in cost every 4.7 years (Darnell, 2005; Murmann & Boser, 2004). This law is applied to convert the
2007 cost to the year of purchase.

Inputs
physical temperature of LNA (300/80/20 K - best left at 300 K for present)
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beamformer output quantization
target PAF FOV
specification frequency for FOV
antenna beam deviation factor
antenna diameter
antenna focal ratio
IF bandwidth
target frequency resolution at beamformer output (achieved in PFB2)
maximum PAF frequency of operation

Outputs
number of dual polarization beams out of the PAF
total PAF FOV
ideal PAF diameter including beam deviation factor
actual PAF diameter including edge effects
PAF focal spot size (FWHP, HW1Z, HW2Z)
number of beamformer inputs per beam (determined by HW2Z)
number of dual polarization feeds per antenna
number of LNAs per antenna
data rate of single sampled IF
IF data rate per antenna
total IF data rate for n antennas
data rate out of beamformer per antenna
data rate out of beamformers for n antennas

Assumptions
λ/2 element spacing at the highest frequency of operation
circular PAF
single PAF beam FOV = single antenna primary beam FOV as calculated by Antenna.py
10% oversampling of IF bandwidth (rate = 2.2*IF_bandwidth)
6 bit ADC quantization of real input
10 FIR taps on PFB1 and PFB2
PFB1 divides IF into ~2 MHz channels
PFB2 splits 2 MHz channels into target frequency resolution
3 real 18 bit multiplies per complex multiply
PFBs use biplex, pipelined FFTs
routing interconnects (PFB->Beamformer) are bandwidth limited cables
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components

References
Darnell Group (2005) Emerging Markets In Digital Power Electronics: Component, Converter And System Level Opportunities,
Second Edition
Emerson, R.F. (1976) Biplex, Pipelined FFT, The Deep Space Network Progress Report, DSN PR 42-34, May and June 1976, pp.
54-59
Maxim/Dallas (2003) A Simple ADC Comparison Matrix, Application Note 2094
Murmann, B. & Boser, B. (2004) Digitally Assisted Analog Integrated Circuits
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Short-Haul Optic Links (<4 km)
Estimates the number and cost of 80 Gb/s digital optic link modules required to constitute nsh short-haul links of data rate Bsh over mean
link distance dsh.

Block Diagram
This is a bottom up cost model based on the block diagram below for one 80 Gb/s digital link over one single-mode fiber. The module
estimates the cost of this single link from component price estimates recorded in SKAglobal.py. The module then determines how many of
these 80 Gb/s links are required to make up the nsh × Bsh
Gb/s links requested by the user. Rounding of the number of unit links is always to the next highest integer.

This block diagram is based on Fig. 9-2 on page 27 of (Hall et al., 2001)
The module selects 6, 12, 36 or 144 core fiber according to how many fibers carrying 80 Gb/s are required to carry Bsh Gb/s.

Inputs
link bandwidth (Bsh)
number of Bsh Gb/s links (nsh)
mean link distance (dsh)

Outputs
number of 80 Gb/s links
cost of these links
total fiber length used by these links

Assumptions
FSF/Single-mode fibers
1300 - 1620 nm coarse WDM
frame encode/mux and decode/demux squeezed into FPGAs in beamformers and correlator for "free"
all fiber links laid specifically for SKA (no existing links used)
component quantities of order 1,000

Excludes
trenching
testing
maintenance
NRE
power supply
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References
Hall, P.J. (2001) Eyes on the Sky: A Refracting Concentrator Approach to the SKA, Fig. 9-2, p. 27
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PAF Station Electronics
Estimates the cost of station level beamforming for stations of parabolas with PAFs.
Includes:
routing to beamformer inputs
digital station beamformer
Excludes:
LO distribution
NRE
testing
maintenance
power supply

Cost Model
This is a bottom up cost model. The quantity of each block is calculated and multiplied by standard cost estimates for each block in
SKAglobal.py.

FPGAs
It is assumed that the beamformer is implemented in FPGAs. The costs are based on Moore's law scaling of a Virtex-4 SX-35 assuming:
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA; and
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components.

Inputs
number of stations
antennas per station
station beamformer output quantization
target PAF FOV
specification frequency for target FOV
IF bandwidth
input frequency resolution

Outputs
station beam FOV
number of station beams per dual pol PAF beam
number of routing cables
beamformer multiply rate
number of FPGAs per beamformer
beamformed data rate per station

Assumptions
station antenna configuration is tightly and uniformly packed
station beamformer weights are uniform
routing interconnects are bandwidth limited cables
Nyquist sampling of IF bandwidth (i.e. no oversampling)
3 real 18 bit multiplies per complex multiply
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components

References
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Long-Haul Optic Links (>4 km)
Estimates the number and cost of digital optic link modules required to constitute nlh long-haul links of data rate Blh over mean link distance dlh.

Block Diagram
This is a bottom up cost model based on the block diagram below. It calculates the wavelengths per link, at 40 Gb/s per λ. Beyond this, it starts adding
multiple fiber strands per link.

This block diagram is based on Fig. 9-2 on page 27 of (Hall et al., 2001)

Inputs
link bandwidth (Blh)
number of Blh Gb/s links (nlh)
mean link distance (dlh)

Outputs
wavelenghts per link
fiber strands per link
average number of repeaters per link
cost of modulation, multiplexing and demodulation per link
cost of amplifiers per link
total fiber length
total fiber cost
cost per link
cost of all links

Assumptions
NZDSF/Single-mode fibers
1530 - 1620 nm 82λ ITU DWDM grid
frame encode/mux and decode/demux squeezed into FPGAs in beamformers and correlator for "free"
all fiber links laid specifically for SKA (no existing links used)
component quantities of order 1,000
OE-EO repeater + amplifier every 80km for each fiber strand
40 Gb/s per wavelength
4 wavelengths added for monitor, control and system clock

Excludes
trenching
testing
maintenance
NRE
power supply

References
Hall, P.J. (2001) Eyes on the Sky: A Refracting Concentrator Approach to the SKA, Fig. 9-2, p. 27
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Correlator
Estimates the cost of the X part of an FX correlator with N dual polarization inputs times M beams.
Includes:
routing
MAC cost
Excludes:
NRE
testing
maintenance
air conditioning
cooling
screened building
power supply

Block Diagram

Cost Model
The correlator cost is broken into routing and multiplication and accumulate (MAC)
C = C r + CM

Routing
It is assumed that routing cost is proportional to the correlator dual polarization input data rate Yi
Cr = kr Yi
where
kr = $100 cable + $200 electronics per 20 Gbit/s data rate.

MAC
The cost of multiplication and accumulation for full stokes imaging including auto and cross-correlations is
CM = k M
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where Yi is the total, dual polarizaiton data rate into the correlator from all correlator inputs, qi is the quantization at the correlator input
and n is the number of correlator inputs. The cost coefficient kM is based on a US$500 (2006) FPGA with 300 MHz clock rate and 150
multipliers able to do a 4 bit by 4 bit multiply in 1 clock cycle. Further assumptions about the FPGA implementation include:
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA;
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components;
one 4 bit complex multiplication per 18 bit multiplier primitive (Bunton et al., 2005); and
accumulation cost is negligible.

Inputs
total input data rate (Yi)
input quantization - bits per complex sample (qi)
output quantization - bits per complex sample (qo)
number of correlatable elements (N)
number of dual polarization beams per correlatable element (M)
number of frequency channels (Nf)

Outputs
number of baselines
total MAC rate (YM)
total output data rate (Yo)

Assumptions
full Stokes imaging
one 4 bit complex multiplication per 18 bit multiplier primitive (Bunton et al., 2005)
80% multiplier utilization within each FPGA
factor of 2 cost overhead for PCBs and other components

References
Bunton, J., Cappallo, R. & Morales, M.F. (2005) LFD – NTD Commonality in Correlators, Receivers and Beamformers, Appendix 1.
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Computing
Estimates the cost of general purpose computing used for the imaging and calibration pipeline. This is based on the requirements of a
deep HI survey only.
This model was developed by Tim Cornwell for MIRA and is appropriate for baselines of order 10 km (Cornwell, 2006, Cornwell,
2007) . This model needs ongoing revision, especially for its extension to SKA scenarios.
Computing for a continuum survey would be cheaper than this estimate. Computing for transient detection would be of the same order
as this estimate. Hence, this cost estimate should be multiplied by ~2.2 if one desired to do a deep HI survey, continuum survey and
transient survey in parrallel.
Includes:
cost of processors for deep HI survey
cost of short term storage of uncalibrated visibilities
cost of long term archival of calibrated cubes
Excludes:
continuum processing
transient processing
NRE
testing
maintenance
air conditioning
cooling
power supply
Assumes:
telescope surveys sky one piece at a time rather than all the sky every day
end result of an observation is a catalog, including postage stamp cubes
no spectral line visibility data are archived
most astronomers only ever use the archive
accurate model of continuum sky always available

Cost Model
The computing cost model is broken into the costs of processing and storage.
C = Cproces sin g + Cdisk
The model is based on the performance of imaging simulations on current desktop computers. The performance is then scaled to that
required by the SKA. The cost is determined for the equivalent number of todays computers and then scaled down by Moore's law.

Processing
The cost of processing for a deep HI survey is:
N
N 2 Nch  B
λ ) f  0.25 (2007 AUD)
Cproc = $0.6M  30a   16384
( 2km )( 0.2m


  

 32  ηproc 

where
Na = number of antennas
Nch = number of spectral channels
B = longest computed baselin (sets pixel size)

λ = longest wavelength imaged
Nf = number of dual polarization beams per antenna/station

ηproc = processing efficiency

Storage
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The cost of storage for a deep HI survey is:
Tretain  Na  2  Nch  B  Nf  0.5
(2007 AUD)
Cdisk = $0.3M  1day
(
) 

 30   16384  2km  32  ηdisk 

where
Tretain = period for retaining unprocessed visibilities

ηdisk = storage efficiency

Performance Model
The data rate out of the central processor for a deep HI survey is:
Tretain  Na  2  Nch  B  Nf  0.5
D = 0.7 1day
(
) (
)GB/s

 30   16384  2km  32  ηdisk

Notes
Transient detection cost is probably of the same order as this line imaging estimate.
Continuum survey cost is significantly cheaper.
The default integration time, 30sec×(B / 2km)
, is selected to give roughly 2% decorrelation at the half power point of the primary beam. This could be longer after RFI
excision, calibration and continuum subtraction. Status: somewhat arbitrary, and needs more investigation.
The number of channels is that required for an HI survey (Staveley-Smith, 2006). Status: Could be in error by e.g. factor of two.
The wavelength scaling comes from the need for w-projection due to non-coplanar baselines. Status: firm but not very relevant
for low z redshift.
Stokes I only. Multiply number of beams per antenna/station by 4 to get full Stokes cost.
The retention time of 1 day accounts for the need to process a data set only after all the data has been collected. Status: Needs
more investigation
The processing efficiency accounts for other operations such as calibration. Status: Will reduce as we understand processing.
The disk efficiency accounts for typical overhead. Status: May reduce as we understand processing.
Any dependence on dish diameter is weak in the range 10-15m.

References
Cornwell, T. (2006) Computing costs of imaging for the xNTD, ATNF SKA Memo No. 1.
Cornwell, T. (2007) MIRA computing - system design issues, presented at MIRA System Design Workshop.
Staveley-Smith, L. (2006) HI surveys and the xNTD antenna configuration, ATNF SKA Memo No. 6.
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